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UNIT – 1 

1. Define database management system?  

Database management system (DBMS) is a collection of interrelated data and a set of 

programs to access those data. 

2. What is Data? 

          Known facts are called data. 

         Example employee salary, emp name, emp dob etc, they have implicit meaning 

3. What is Information? 

            Collection of data is called information. 

            Ex. Raja working as a Engineer in ABC pvt Ltd. 

4.  What are the advantages of using a DBMS? 

The advantages of using a DBMS are  

a) Controlling redundancy  

b) Restricting unauthorized access  

c) Providing multiple user interfaces  

d) Enforcing integrity constraints.  

       e) Providing back up and recovery 

5.  List any eight applications of DBMS. 

 a) Banking  

b) Airlines  

c) Universities  

d) Credit card transactions  

e) Tele communication  

f) Finance  

g) Sales  

h) Manufacturing  

i) Human resources 

6.  What are the disadvantages of file processing system?  

The disadvantages of file processing systems are  

a) Data redundancy and inconsistency  

b) Difficulty in accessing data  

c) Data isolation  

d) Integrity problems  
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e) Atomicity problems  

f) Concurrent access anomalies 

7. Give the levels of data abstraction?  

a) Physical level  

b) logical level  

c) view level 

8. Define instance and schema?  

Instance: Collection of data stored in the data base at a particular moment is called an Instance 

of the database.  

Schema: The overall design of the data base is called the data base schema. 

9. Define the terms 1) physical schema 2) logical schema.  

Physical schema: The physical schema describes the database design at the physical level, 

which is the lowest level of abstraction describing how the data are actually stored.  

Logical schema: The logical schema describes the database design at the logical level, which 

describes what data are stored in the database and what relationship exists among the data. 

10. What is conceptual schema?  

The schemas at the view level are called subschemas that describe different views of the 

database. 

11. Define data model?  

A data model is a collection of conceptual tools for describing data, data relationships, data 

semantics and consistency constraints. 

12. What is storage manager? 

A storage manager is a program module that provides the interface between the low level data 

stored in a database and the application programs and queries submitted to  

the system. 

13. What are the components of storage manager?  

The storage manager components include  

a) Authorization and integrity manager  

b) Transaction manager  

c) File manager  

d) Buffer manager 

14. What is the purpose of storage manager?  

The storage manager is responsible for the following  
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a) Interaction with he file manager  

b) Translation of DML commands in to low level file system commands  

c) Storing, retrieving and updating data in the database 

15. List the data structures implemented by the storage manager.  

The storage manager implements the following data structure  

a) Data files  

b) Data dictionary  

c) indices 

16. What is a data dictionary?  

A data dictionary is a data structure which stores meta data about the structure of the database 

ie. the schema of the database. 

17. Data Models 

A collection conceptual tools for describing 

 Data 

 Data relationships 

 Data semantics 

 Data constraints 

18. List the different data models 

The available data models are 

 Relational model 

 Entity-Relationship data model (mainly for database design) 

 Object-based data models (Object-oriented and Object-relational) 

 Semi structured data model (XML) 

 Other older models: 

o Network model 

o Hierarchical model 

19. What is an entity relationship model?  

The entity relationship model is a collection of basic objects called entities and relationship 

among those objects. An entity is a thing or object in the real world that is distinguishable from 

other objects. 

20. What are attributes? Give examples.  

An entity is represented by a set of attributes. Attributes are descriptive properties possessed by 

each member of an entity set.  
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Example: possible attributes of customer entity are customer name, customer id, customer 

street, customer city. 

21. What is relationship? Give examples  

A relationship is an association among several entities.  

Example: A depositor relationship associates a customer with each account that he/she has. 

22. What is an entity? 

An entity is an object that exists and is distinguishable from other objects. 

Example: specific person, company, event, plant 

23. What is an entity set? 

An entity set is a set of entities of the same type that share the same properties. 

Example: set of all persons, companies, trees, holidays 

24. What is Relationship Sets? 

A relationship is an association among several entities  

Example: 

                   Hayes depositor A-102 

customer entity relationship set account entity 

25. What is Degree of a Relationship Set 

Refers to number of entity sets that participate in a relationship set. 

26. Mention the Attribute types: 

 Simple and composite attributes. 

 Single-valued and multi-valued attributes 

 Derived attributes 

 Composite Attributes 

27. Mapping Cardinality Constraints 

Express the number of entities to which another entity can be associated via a relationship set. 

Most useful in describing binary relationship sets. 

28. For a binary relationship set the mapping cardinality must be one of the following types: 

_ One to one 

_ One to many 

_ Many to one 

_ Many to many 

29. Weak Entity Sets 

An entity set that does not have a primary key is referred to as a weak entity set. 
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30. The discriminator (or partial key) of a weak entity set is the set of attributes that distinguishes 

among all the entities of a weak entity set. 

31. The primary key of a weak entity set is formed by the primary key of the strong entity set on 

which 

the weak entity set is existence dependent, plus the weak entity set‘s discriminator. 

32. Define the terms i) Entity set ii) Relationship set 

Entity set: The set of all entities of the same type is termed as an entity set.  

Relationship set: The set of all relationships of the same type is termed as a relationship set. 

33. Define single valued and multivalued attributes.  

Single valued attributes: attributes with a single value for a particular entity are called single 

valued attributes.  

Multivalued attributes: Attributes with a set of value for a particular entity are  

called multivalued attributes. 

34. What are stored and derived attributes?  

Stored attributes: The attributes stored in a data base are called stored attributes.  

Derived attributes: The attributes that are derived from the stored attributes are called derived 

attributes. 

35. What are composite attributes?  

Composite attributes can be divided in to sub parts. 

36. Define null values.  

In some cases a particular entity may not have an applicable value for an attribute or if we do 

not know the value of an attribute for a particular entity. In these cases null value is used. 

37. Define the terms i) Entity type ii) Entity set  

Entity type: An entity type defines a collection of entities that have the same attributes. 

Entity set: The set of all entities of the same type is termed as an entity set. 

38. What is meant by the degree of relationship set?  

The degree of relationship type is the number of participating entity types. 

39. Define the terms i) Key attribute ii) Value set  

Key attribute: An entity type usually has an attribute whose values are distinct from each 

individual entity in the collection. Such an attribute is called a key attribute.  

Value set: Each simple attribute of an entity type is associated with a value set that specifies 

the set of values that may be assigned to that attribute for each individual  entity. 
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40. Define weak and strong entity sets?  

Weak entity set: entity set that do not have key attribute of their own are called weak entity 

sets. Strong entity set: Entity set that has a primary key is termed a strong entity set. 

41. What does the cardinality ratio specify?  

Mapping cardinalities or cardinality ratios express the number of entities to which another 

entity can be associated. Mapping cardinalities must be one of the following:  

  

  

  

  

42. Explain the two types of participation constraint.  

Total: The participation of an entity set E in a relationship set R is said to be total if every 

entity in E participates in at least one relationship in R.  

Partial: if only some entities in E participate in relationships in R, the participation of entity set 

E in relationship R is said to be partial. 

43. Define the terms i) DDL ii) DML  

DDL: Data base schema is specified by a set of definitions expressed by a special language 

called a data definition language.  

DML: A data manipulation language is a language that enables users to access or manipulate 

data as organized by the appropriate data model. 

UNIT – II 

1. Write short notes on relational model  

The relational model uses a collection of tables to represent both data and the relationships 

among those data. The relational model is an example of a record based model. 

2. Define tuple variable  

Tuple variable is a variable whose domain is the set of all tuples. 

3. Define the term Domain.  

For each attribute there is a set of permitted values called the domain of that attribute. 

4. What is a candidate key?  

Minimal super keys are called candidate keys. 

5. What is a primary key?  

              Primary key is chosen by the database designer as the principal means of identifying 

an entity in the entity set. 
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6. What is a super key?  

             A super key is a set of one or more attributes that collectively allows us to identify 

uniquely an entity in the entity set. 

7. Define Catalog 

 The catalog is the place where all of the various schemas (external, conceptual, 

internal) and all of the corresponding mappings are kept.  

 the catalog contains detailed information called descriptor information or metadata 

regarding the various of the system.  

8. Define Types 

 it is a set of values.  

9. What is type generator? 

a type generator is just a special kind of operator: it is special because it returns a type. 

10. Define Keys 

 In a relational model uses the concept of keys to identify the tuples uniquely.  

11. Define- relational algebra.  

              The relational algebra is a procedural query language. It consists of a set of operations 

that take one or two relation as input and produce a new relation as output. 

12. What is a SELECT operation?  

            The select operation selects tuples that satisfy a given predicate.  

13. What is a PROJECT operation?  

          The project operation is a unary operation that returns its argument relation with certain 

attributes left out.  

14. Write short notes on tuple relational calculus.  

The tuple relational calculation is anon procedural query language. It describes the desired 

information with out giving a specific procedure for obtaining that information.  

A query or expression can be expressed in tuple relational calculus as  

{t / P (t)}  

which means the set of all tuples‗t‘ such that predicate P is true for‗t‘.  

15. Write short notes on domain relational calculus 

The domain relational calculus uses domain variables that take on values from an attribute 

domain rather than values for entire tuple. 

16. Define query language?  

A query is a statement requesting the retrieval of information. The portion of DML that 
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involves information retrieval is called a query language. 

17. What is foreign key?  

A relation schema r1 derived from an ER schema may include among its attributes the primary 

key of another relation schema r2.this attribute is called a foreign key from r1 referencing r2. 

18. What are the parts of SQL language?  

The SQL language has several parts:  

data - definitition language  

Data manipulation language  

View definition  

Transaction control  

Embedded SQL  

Integrity  

                 Authorization 

19. What are the categories of SQL command?  

SQL commands are divided in to the following categories:  

1. data - definitition language  

2. data manipulation language  

3. Data Query language  

4. data control language  

5. data administration statements  

6. transaction control statements 

20. What is the use of rename operation?  

Rename operation is used to rename both relations and a attributes. It uses the as clause, taking 

the form:  

Old-name as new-name 

21. Define tuple variable?  

Tuple variables are used for comparing two tuples in the same relation. The tuple variables are 

defined in the from clause by way of the as clause. 

22. List the string operations supported by SQL?  

1) Pattern matching Operation  

2) Concatenation  

3) Extracting character strings  

      4) Converting between uppercase and lower case letters. 
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23. List the set operations of SQL?  

1) Union  

2) Intersect operation  

      3) The except operation 

24. What is the use of Union and intersection operation?  

Union: The result of this operation includes all tuples that are either in r1 or in r2 or in both r1 

and r2.Duplicate tuples are automatically eliminated.  

Intersection: The result of this relation includes all tuples that are in both r1 and r2. 

25. What are aggregate functions? And list the aggregate functions supported by SQL?  

Aggregate functions are functions that take a collection of values as input and return a single 

value. Aggregate functions supported by SQL are  

Average: avg  

Minimum: min  

Maximum: max  

                  Total: sum 

                  Count: count 

26. What is the use of group by clause?  

Group by clause is used to apply aggregate functions to a set of tuples. The attributes given in 

the group by clause are used to form groups.Tuples with the same value on all attributes in the 

group by clause are placed in one group. 

27. What is the use of sub queries?  

A sub query is a select-from-where expression that is nested with in another query. A common 

use of sub queries is to perform tests for set membership, make setcomparisions, and determine 

set cardinality. 

28. What is view in SQL? How is it defined?  

Any relation that is not part of the logical model, but is made visible to a user as a virtual 

relation is called a view. We define view in SQL by using the create view command. The form 

of the create view command is  

Create view v as <query expression> 

29. List out the statements associated with a database transaction?  

Commit work  

                  Rollback work 
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30. What is transaction?  

Transaction is a unit of program execution that accesses and possibly updated various data 

items. 

31. List the SQL domain Types? 

SQL supports the following domain types.  

1) Char(n) 2) varchar(n) 3) int 4) numeric(p,d) 5) float(n) 6) date. 

32. What is the use of integrity constraints?  

Integrity constraints ensure that changes made to the database by authorized users do not result 

in a loss of data consistency. Thus integrity constraints guard against accidental damage to the 

database. 

33. What is trigger?  

Triggers are statements that are executed automatically by the system as the side effect of a 

modification to the database. 

34. What are domain constraints?  

A domain is a set of values that may be assigned to an attribute .all values that appear in a 

column of a relation must be taken from the same domain. 

35. What are referential integrity constraints?  

A value that appears in one relation for a given set of attributes also appears for a certain set of 

attributes in another relation. 

36. What is assertion? Mention the forms available.  

An assertion is a predicate expressing a condition that we wish the database always to satisfy.  

Domain integrity constraints. Referential integrity constraints 

37. Give the syntax of assertion?  

Create assertion <assertion name>check<predicate> 

38. What is the need for triggers?  

Triggers are useful mechanisms for alerting humans or for starting certain tasks automatically 

when certain conditions are met. 

39. Give the forms of triggers?  

The triggering event can be insert or delete.  

For updated the trigger can specify columns.  

The referencing old row as clause  

The referencing new row as clause  

                 The triggers can be initiated before the event or after the event. 
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40. What does database security refer to?  

Database security refers to the protection from unauthorized access and malicious destruction 

or alteration. 

41. List the types of authorization.  

Read authorization  

Write authorization  

Update authorization  

                  Drop authorization 

42. What is authorization graph?  

Passing of authorization from one user to another can be represented by an authorization graph.  

43. Name the various privileges in SQL?  

Delete  

Select  

Insert  

                 Update 

44. What does authentication refer?  

Authentication refers to the task of verifying the identity of a person. 

45. Embedded SQL: 

 Embedded SQL statements are SQL statements written inline with the program source 

code of the host language. 

46. Dynamic SQL: 

 Useful for applications to generate and run SQL statements, based on user inputs 

 Queries may not be known in advance 

47. Distributed databases 

 In a distributed database system, the database is stored on several computers.  

UNIT – III 

1. Database Design: 

The process by which we efficiently organize data to achieve these goals: 

_ Eliminating redundancy 

_ Ensuring data is stored in the correct table 

_ Eliminating need for restructuring database when data is added. 

2. What is Normalization? 

The process of organizing data to minimize redundancy is called normalization. 
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3. What is Functional Dependence? 

Functional dependence is a many to one relationship from one set of attributes to another 

within a given relvar  Let r be a relation, and let X and Y be subsets of the attributes of r     

X  Y says 

―Y is functionally dependent on X‖, or 

―X functionally determines Y‖ 

 X is the determinant; Y the dependent 

 Example 

{SUPPLIER_NUMBER}_ {CITY} 

4. What is Trivial and Nontrivial Dependencies? 

 An FD is trivial if and only if the right side is a proper subset of the left side 

 { S#, P# } ® S# 

 All other dependencies are called nontrivial 

5. What is Closure of a Set of Dependencies 

 The set of all FDs that are implied by a given set S of FDs is called the closure of S 

 EXAMPLE 

 {SUPPLIER_NUMBER, PART_NUMBER}_ {CITY, QUANTITY} 

 Implies both of the following. 

 {SUPPLIER_NUMBER, PART_NUMBER}_ CITY 

 {SUPPLIER_NUMBER, PART_NUMBER}_ QUANTITY 

6. What are the properties of Armstrong’s axioms are used to infer FDs from others? 

 Let A, B, and C be subsets of relvar R, and let AB signify the union of A and B 

 Reflexivity: If B is a subset of A the A B 

 Augmentation: If A  B, then AC  BC 

 Transitivity:If A  B and B  C, then A  C 

 Self-determination: A  A 

 Decomposition: If A  BC, then A  B and A  C 

 Union: If A  B and A  C, then A  BC 

 Composition: If A  B and C  D, then AC  BD 

7. What is Closure of a Set of Attributes? 

 The set of all attributes that are implied by a given set of attributes S is called the closure of S 

 A superkey implies all the other attributes of a relvar. The nonkey attributes of a relvar 

represent a closure of the superkey, but not necessarily an irreducible one 
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8. What is Heath’s theorem? 

Given R with sets of attributes A, B and C, then if R satisfies the FD: A ® B then R is equal to 

the join of its projections on {A, B}and {A, C}. 

9. What is First Normal Form (1NF)? 

A relation is in 1NF if and only if all underlying fields contain atomic(scalar) values only.  

10. What is 2NF – Second Normal Form? 

A relvar is in 2NF iff it is in 1NF and every nonkey attribute is irreducibly dependent on the 

primary key. 

11. What is Third Normal Form (3NF)? 

A relation is in 3NF if and only if it is 2NF and every nonkey attribute is nontransitvely 

dependent on the primary key. 

12. What is dependency preservation? 

The normalization procedure should decompose relvars into projections that are independent 

has come to be known as dependency preservation. 

13. What is Boyce/Codd Normal Form? 

 A relation is in BCNF if and only if every non-trivial, left-irreducible FD has a candidate key 

as its determinant. 

14. What is Multi-valued dependence? 

Let R be a relvar, and let A, B, and C be subsets of the attributes of R. 

 Then we say that B is multi-dependent on A in symbols. 

 (A B is B is multi dependent on A.) 

15. What is Fourth normal form ( 4NF)? 

 Relvar R is in 4NF if and only if, whenever there exist subsets A and B of the attributes of R 

such that the nontrivial MVD A B is satisfied, then all attributes of R are also functionally 

dependent on A. 

16. What is Fifth normal form? 

A reivar R is in 5NF—also called projection-join normal form (PJ/NF)—if and only if every 

nontrivial join dependency that is satisfied by R is implied by the candidate key(s) of R, 

where: 

The join dependency * (A, B,..., Z } on R is trivial if and only if at least one of A, B, Z is the 

set of all attributes of R. 

The join dependency * { A, B Z I on R is implied by the candidate key(s) of R if and only if 

each of A, B Z is a super key for R. 
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UNIT – IV 

1. What is Recovery? 

 Recovery means to restore the database to a correct state after some failure has rendered 

the current state incorrect or suspect 

2. What is Transactions? 

 A transaction is a logical unit of work 

 It begins with BEGIN TRANSACTION 

 It ends with COMMIT or ROLLBACK 

3. What is Recovery Log? 

 A recovery log or journal keeps the before and after state for each transaction 

 An active (online) log is kept for immediate recovery of recent activity 

 An archive log is kept offline for more extensive recovery requirements 

4. What is Correctness? 

 The database must always be consistent, which is defined as not violating any known 

integrity constraint 

 The DBMS can enforce consistency, but not correctness 

5. What is COMMIT Point 

 Database updates are kept in buffers, and written to disk after COMMIT 

6. What is Transaction Recovery? 

 ROLLBACK will return the database to the previous COMMIT point 

7. Briefly write The ACID Properties 

 Atomicity – Transactions are atomic 

 Correctness (or ―Consistency‖) – Transactions transform a correct state of the database 

into another correct state 

 Isolation – Transactions are isolated from one another 

 Durability – Once a transaction commits, its updates persist 

8. What is Two-Phase Commit? 

 Required for distributed or heterogeneous environments, so that correctness is 

maintained in case of failure during a multi-part COMMIT 

9. What is Concurrency? 

 Concurrency ensures that database transactions are performed concurrently without 

violating the data integrity of the respective databases.  
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10. What are the Three Concurrency Problems? 

 In a multi-processing environment transactions can interfere with each other 

 Three concurrency problems can arise, that any DBMS must account for and avoid: 

 Lost Updates 

 Uncommitted Dependency 

 Inconsistent Analysis 

11. What is Locking? 

 A transaction locks a portion of the database to prevent concurrency problems 

 Exclusive lock – write lock, will lock out all other transactions 

 Shared lock – read lock, will lock out writes, but allow other reads 

12. What is Deadlock? 

 Strict two-phase locking may result in deadlock if two transactions each take a shared 

lock before one of them tries to take an exclusive lock 

 Or if the second one tries to take an exclusive lock where the first already has a shared 

lock, and the first in turn is waiting for additional shared locks 

13. Briefly explain Wait-Die and Wound-Wait  

 Wait-Die:  Transaction 2 waits if it is older than 1; otherwise it dies 

 Wound-Wait:  Transaction 2 wounds 1 if it is older; that is, it rolls it back 

14. What is  Serializability? 

 An interleaved execution is considered correct if and only if it is serializable 

 A set of transactions is serializable if and only if it is guaranteed to produce the same 

result as when each transaction is completed prior to the following one being started 

15. What are the two statements regarding transaction?  

The two statements regarding transaction of the form:  

Begin transaction  

End transaction 

16. When is a transaction rolled back?  

Any changes that the aborted transaction made to the database must be undone. Once the 

changes caused by an aborted transaction have been undone, then the transaction has been 

rolled back. 

17. What are the states of transaction?  

The states of transaction are  

Active  
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Partially committed  

Failed  

Aborted  

                                   Committed 

                                    Terminated 

Unit – V 

1. What is an index?  

An index is a structure that helps to locate desired records of a relation quickly, without 

examining all records 

2. Define query optimization.  

Query optimization refers to the process of finding the lowest –cost method of evaluating a 

given query. 

3. What are called jukebox systems?  

Jukebox systems contain a few drives and numerous disks that can be loaded into one of the 

drives automatically. 

4. What are the types of storage devices?  

Primary storage  

Secondary storage  

Tertiary storage  

Volatile storage  

                         Nonvolatile storage 

5. Define access time.  

Access time is the time from when a read or write request is issued to when data transfer 

begins. 

6. Define seek time.  

The time for repositioning the arm is called the seek time and it increases with the distance that 

the arm is called the seek time. 

7. Define average seek time.  

The average seek time is the average of the seek times, measured over a sequence of random 

requests. 

8. Define rotational latency time.  

The time spent waiting for the sector to be accessed to appear under the head is called the 

rotational latency time. 
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9. Define average latency time.  

The average latency time of the disk is one-half the time for a full rotation of the disk. 

10. What is meant by data-transfer rate?  

The data-transfer rate is the rate at which data can be retrieved from or stored to the disk. 

11. What is meant by mean time to failure?  

The mean time to failure is the amount of time that the system could run continuously without 

failure. 

12. What is a block and a block number? 

A block is a contiguous sequence of sectors from a single track of one platter. Each request 

specifies the address on the disk to be referenced. That address is in the form of a block 

number. 

13. What are called journaling file systems?  

File systems that support log disks are called journaling file systems. 

14. What is the use of RAID?  

A variety of disk-organization techniques, collectively called redundant arrays of independent 

disks are used to improve the performance and reliability. 

15. What is called mirroring?  

The simplest approach to introducing redundancy is to duplicate every disk. This technique is 

called mirroring or shadowing. 

16. What is called mean time to repair?  

The mean time to failure is the time it takes to replace a failed disk and to restore the data on it. 

17. What is called bit-level striping?  

Data striping consists of splitting the bits of each byte across multiple disks. This is called bit-

level striping. 

18. What is called block-level striping?  

Block level striping stripes blocks across multiple disks. It treats the array of disks as a large 

disk, and gives blocks logical numbers. 

19. What are the factors to be taken into account when choosing a RAID level?  

o Monetary cost of extra disk storage requirements.  

o Performance requirements in terms of number of I/O operations  

o Performance when a disk has failed.  

            o Performances during rebuild. 
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20. What is meant by software and hardware RAID systems?  

RAID can be implemented with no change at the hardware level, using only software 

modification. Such RAID implementations are called software RAID systems and the systems 

with special hardware support are called hardware RAID systems. 

21. Define hot swapping?  

Hot swapping permits the removal of faulty disks and replaces it by new ones without turning 

power off. Hot swapping reduces the mean time to repair. 

22. What are the ways in which the variable-length records arise in database systems?  

Storage of multiple record types in a file. Record types that allow variable lengths for one or 

more fields. Record types that allow repeating fields. 

23. What is the use of a slotted-page structure and what is the information present in the 

header?  

The slotted-page structure is used for organizing records within a single block. The header 

contains the following information. The number of record entries in the header. The end of free 

space An array whose entries contain the location and size of each record. 

24. What are the two types of blocks in the fixed –length representation? Define  them.  

 

 

25. What is known as heap file organization?  

In the heap file organization, any record can be placed anywhere in the file where there is space 

for the record. There is no ordering of records. There is a single file for each relation.  

26. What is known as sequential file organization?  

In the sequential file organization, the records are stored in sequential order, according to the 

value of a ―search key‖ of each record. 

27. What is hashing file organization?  

In the hashing file organization, a hash function is computed on some attribute of each record. 

The result of the hash function specifies in which block of the file the record should be placed. 

28. What is known as clustering file organization?  

In the clustering file organization, records of several different relations are stored in the same 

file. 

29. What are the types of indices?  

Ordered indices Hash indices 
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30. What are the techniques to be evaluated for both ordered indexing and hashing?  

Access types  

Access time  

Insertion time  

Deletion time  

            Space overhead 

31. What is known as a search key?  

An attribute or set of attributes used to look up records in a file is called a search key. 

32. What is a primary index?  

A primary index is an index whose search key also defines the sequential order of the file.  

33. What are called index-sequential files?  

The files that are ordered sequentially with a primary index on the search key, are called index-

sequential files. 

34. What is B-Tree?  

A B-tree eliminates the redundant storage of search-key values .It allows search key values to 

appear only once. 

35. What is a B+-Tree index?  

A B+-Tree index takes the form of a balanced tree in which every path from the root of the root 

of the root of the tree to a leaf of the tree is of the same length. 

36. What is a hash index?  

A hash index organizes the search keys, with their associated pointers, into a hash file 

structure. 

37. What is called query processing?  

Query processing refers to the range of activities involved in extracting data from a database. 

38. What are the steps involved in query processing?  

The basic steps are:  

parsing and translation  

optimization  

evaluation 

39. What is called a query evaluation plan?  

A sequence of primitive operations that can be used to evaluate ba query is a query evaluation 

plan or a query execution plan 
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40. What is called a query –execution engine?  

The query execution engine takes a query evaluation plan, executes that plan, and returns the 

answers to the query. 

41. What is called as external sorting?  

Sorting of relations that do not fit into memory is called as external sorting. 

42. What is called as an N-way merge?  

The merge operation is a generalization of the two-way merge used by the standard in-memory 

sort-merge algorithm. It merges N runs, so it is called an N-way merge. 
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